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Abstract
Amajor application for atomic ensembles consists of a quantummemory for light, inwhich an optical
state can be reversibly converted to a collective atomic excitation on demand. There exists a well-
known fundamental bound on the storage error, when the ensemble is describable by a continuous
mediumgoverned by theMaxwell–Bloch equations. However, these equations are semi-phenomen-
ological, as they treat emission of the atoms into other directions other than themode of interest as
being independent. On the other hand, in systems such as dense, ordered atomic arrays, atoms interact
with each other strongly and spatial interference of the emitted lightmight be exploited to suppress
emission into unwanted directions, thereby enabling improved error bounds. Here, we develop a
general formalism that fully accounts for spatial interference, andwhichﬁnds themaximum storage
efﬁciency for a single photonwith known spatial inputmode into a collection of atomswith discrete,
knownpositions. As an example, we apply this technique to study aﬁnite two-dimensional square
array of atoms.We show that such a system enables a storage error that scales with atomnumberNa
like N Nlog a 2 a
2~( ) , and that, remarkably, an array of just 4×4 atoms in principle allows for an error
of less than 1%,which is comparable to a disordered ensemble with an optical depth of around 600.
Atomic ensembles constitute an importantplatformforquantumlight–matter interfaces [1], enabling applications
fromquantummemories [2–5] and few-photonnonlinearoptics [6–11] tometrology [12–15]. In typical experiments,
ensembles consist ofdisorderedatomic clouds,with thepropagationof light through themmodeled
phenomenologically by theMaxwell–Blochequations [16, 17].Within this description, the atomsare treated as a
smoothdensity and thediscretenessof atomicpositions is ignored. In addition, spatial interference that canarise from
light scattering is neglected, and the emission intodirectionsother than themodeof interest is treatedas an independent
atomicprocess.Within this formalism,one canderive standard limitsofﬁdelity for applicationsof interest—for
example, the storage errorof aquantummemory scales inverselywith theoptical depth (D)of the ensemble [18].
Recently, novel experimental platforms have emergedwhere it is possible to produce small ordered arrays of
atoms [19–23]. Intuitively, one expects that strong interference in light emission can emerge, which renders
inoperable the typical theoretical approaches tomodeling light–atom interfaces. Theoretically there has been
growing interest in novel quantumoptical effects in arrays, such as subradiance [24–30], topological effects
[31, 32], and complete reﬂection of light [33–35]. Indeed, it has already been shownnumerically that an ordered
one-dimensional array of atoms coupled to a nanoﬁber allows for a storage error exponentially smaller than the
previously known bound [29]. In this work, the exponential scalingwas observed by considering aﬁxed, spatial
waveform for the optical pulse.However, two interesting questions that arise are (i)whether it is possible to
develop a theoretical technique to bound the error, which takes fully into account the atomic positions and the
interference of emission in all directions, and (ii)whether an improved scaling is possible for atoms in free space,
as opposed to coupled to a photonic structure. These questions are afﬁrmatively answered in ourwork.
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In particular, we provide a construction that enables themaximum storage efﬁciency to be found, given the
atomic positions and the desired spatialmode of light. This procedure is based upon solving the dynamics of a
‘spinmodel’, which encodes themultiple scattering and interference of light as it interacts with atoms, and then
calculating the light emitted into the desiredmode by an input–output equation.We show that themaximum
efﬁciency is given by themaximum eigenvalue of aHermitianmatrix, whose elements are derived from the
atomic positions and opticalmode.While this technique is completely general, we apply it speciﬁcally to the case
of a two-dimensional square array of atoms. In particular, it has recently been shown that an inﬁnite array can in
principle form a 100% reﬂector for light [33–35], when the lattice constant d is smaller than the resonant
wavelengthλ0.While amirror constitutes a ‘passive’ optical system, it is natural to askwhether this implies a
100% success probability, if the systemwere functionalized into a quantummemory. For aﬁnite array, we show
that theminimumerror decreases like N Nlog a 2 a
2 ~ ( ) for storage from aGaussian-likemode, and
remarkably, that a 4×4 array in principle already enables an error below 1%.
1. The spinmodel
The full dynamics of light emission and re-scattering of an arbitrary collection of atoms in free space, speciﬁed
only by their discrete,ﬁxed positions rj, can be related to an effectivemodel containing only the atomic degrees
of freedom and the incident ﬁeld [36–41].Weﬁrst review this formalism for two-level atomswith ground state
gñ∣ and excited state eñ∣ , with the dipolar transition g eñ - ñ∣ ∣ coupledwith free space opticalmodes.Within the
Born–Markov approximation, thesemodes can be integrated out to yield effective dynamics for the atomic
densitymatrix rˆ, which evolves as Hi , r r r= - +ˆ˙ ( )[ ˆ] [ ˆ], where theHamiltonian and Lindblad operators
read [36–42]
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HereHin is associatedwith the inputﬁeld that drives the atoms (which need not be speciﬁed for our purposes),
deg and djˆ are the dipolematrix element and unit atomic polarization vector associatedwith the transition, and
s b g= ñábg ∣ ∣are atomic operators with e g, ,b g Î{ } { }. G r r, ,j l eg0 w( ) is the electromagnetic Green’s function
tensor in free space, which is the fundamental solution of thewave equation and fulﬁlls
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where the curl is takenwith respect to r. TheGreen’s function explicitly takes the form [43]
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where R r rj l= -∣ ∣ and k0=ωeg/c is thewavevector associatedwith the atomic transition frequencyωeg, with c
being the speed of light.We note that the local term (i.e., G r r, ,j j eg0 w( )) is divergent. This term is responsible for
the Lamb shift and is incorporated into a renormalized resonance frequencyωeg. Physically, equation (1a)
describes the coherent exchange of atomic excitationsmediated by photons. On the other hand, equation (1b)
describes the collective emission or dissipation of excited atoms, after integrating out the common reservoir of
electromagneticmodes withwhich they interact (within the Born–Markov approximation).
Instead of solving the densitymatrix evolution as governed by themaster equation, one can equivalently
workwithin the stochastic wave function or ‘quantum jump’ formalism [44]. In that case, the system is
described by awave function, which deterministically evolves under an effective, non-HermitianHamiltonian
H H d d G r r d, , . 4eg eg
j l
j j l eg l j
eg
l
ge
eff in 0
2 2
,
0
*åm w w s s= - ˆ · ( ) · ˆ ( )
ThisHamiltonian captures both the coherent evolution of equation (1a) and the last two terms of the Lindblad
operator in equation (1b). In addition, onemust also stochastically apply quantum jumpoperators to thewave
function, to capture the population recycling terms ge
l
eg
js rs of equation (1b). Formally, the jumpoperators of
our systemwill consist of superpositions of ge
ls , i.e. atomic lowering operators, which physically encode the
emission of a photon. In the following, wewill be interested in initial states with just a single excitation; thus, any
jumpoperator trivially takes the system to the ground state g NñÄ∣ , where it cannot further evolve or contribute to
observables of interest (e.g., the emission of a photon). Furthermore, the rate that jumps occur is exactly equal to
the rate of population loss of thewave function evolving underHeff. Thus, in our case, jumps are effectively
accounted for just by evolution underHeff alone. Any loss of population from the single-excitationmanifold
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implies that a corresponding population is building up in themanifold g r t1 ,Nñ ñÄ∣ ∣ ( ) , where all the atoms are in
the ground state and a single photon is emitted in some spatial-temporal pattern.We next discuss how the
photon-emission pattern and its overlapwith amode of interest can be calculated.
Given the evolution of the atomic state underHeff, any observables associatedwith the totalﬁeld operator
E routˆ ( ) can be derived from the input–output relation [37–41]
dE r E r G r r d, , . 5eg eg
j
j eg j j
ge
out in 0
2
0åm w w s= +ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( ) · ˆ ( )
Formally, this equation states that the totalﬁeld is a superposition of the incoming ﬁeld and theﬁelds emitted by
the atoms, whose spatial pattern is contained in theGreen’s function. Equation (5) enables the ﬁeld to be
calculated at any point r, based upon the evaluation of an atomic correlation function G r r d, ,j eg j j
ge
0 w s~ ( ) · ˆ
weighted by theGreen’s function. Evaluating theGreen’s function at each r and the corresponding atomic
correlation function to construct theﬁeld everywhere can become tedious.However, in experiments one often
cares about the projection of theﬁeld into a speciﬁc spatialmode, such as aGaussian (seeﬁgure 1). It can be
proven (see appendix A) that this projection depends only on the amplitudes of themode of the classical ﬁeld
E rdet( ) at the positions of the dipoles.We can thus deﬁne the quantumoperator associatedwith the detector as
E E d
k
F
E r di
2
, 6eg
j
j j j
ge
det det, in
0
0 det
det* å s= +ˆ ˆ ( ) · ˆ ( )
where Edet,inˆ is the inputﬁeld in the detectionmode and F r E r E rdzdet const
2
det det*ò= = ( ) · ( ) is a normalization
factor.Here, the normalization is such that E Edet detá ñˆ ˆ† represents the photon number per unit time emitted into
themode.
Before discussing the speciﬁcs of the retrieval efﬁciency, wewould like to brieﬂy discuss the validity of the
Born–Markov approximation, which allows one to trace out the photonic degrees of freedomand arrive at an
atomicmaster equation, as well as towrite equations for theﬁeld operators that depend instantaneously on the
atomic operators. This approximation is valid whenever (1) the photon bath correlations decaymuch faster than
the atomic correlations and (2) retardation can be ignored. Theﬁrst condition is obviously satisﬁed for atoms in
free space, as the vacuum’s Green’s function has a frequency spectrum that ismuch broader than the atomic
linewidth. Neglecting retardation in both the photon-mediated interactions between atoms and the ﬁeld
produced by the atoms requires the characteristic length L of the atomic system to bemuch smaller than that of a
spontaneously-emitted photon, which is c 10 ~ G m [45–48], where d c3eg eg0 0 3 2 m w pG = is the single-atom
spontaneous emission rate in vacuum. It should also be pointed out that for atmost a single atomic excitation,
the dynamics of atom–light interactions can readily be solved in an exactmanner [46, 48–51]. In this regime of
linear optics, the dynamics can be analyzed for each frequency component in the Fourier domain, exploiting the
fact that different frequency components do not couple to one another. However, the spinmodel presented
above has a natural extension to themulti-excitation case (e.g., studying the storage ofmultiple photons and
their subsequent nonlinear interaction [52–54]), whereas exact solutions are only available in a limited number
of cases [47, 55, 56].
Figure 1. Schematic of a quantummemory using a two-dimensional atomic array. An excitation initially stored in the sñ∣ -manifold is
retrieved as a photon by turning on the classical control ﬁeldΩc (blue arrows), which then creates a Raman scattered photon from the
g eñ - ñ∣ ∣ transition. The photon is detected in some givenmode, illustrated here as aGaussian beam.
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2. The retrieval efﬁciency
The typical quantummemory scheme consists of an ensemble of three-level atomswhere an additional
metastable state sñ∣ is coupled to the excited state eñ∣ by a classical control ﬁeldwith Rabi frequency tr,cW ( ) and
detuningΔ from the transition frequencyωse (see ﬁgure 1) [18].While the state sñ∣ is typically associatedwith
another state in the ground state hyperﬁnemanifold, in our case this would deleteriously reduce interference
effects in emission. For example, in storagewhere all atoms begin in gñ∣ , there is no interference pathway to
suppress spontaneous emission into sñ∣ once an incident photon excites an atom to eñ∣ . Thus, we assume that our
atoms have no hyperﬁne structure and there is a unique ground state, as would be the case for bosonic Sr or Yb
atoms, and that level sñ∣ is a long-lived, higher-lying excited state. Dipole–dipole interactions on the eñ∣ – sñ∣
transition have no effect, as they require at least two total excitations in the system. In themain text, wewill
furthermore take the conceptually simpler case where eñ∣ is the unique excited state coupled to gñ∣ (for
concreteness, with polarization xdj =ˆ ˆ). Amore realisticmodel with three excited states ex y z, , ñ∣ , providing an
isotropic atomic response to light, is presented in appendix C, but the results qualitatively remain the same.
Instead of storage, it ismathematicallymore convenient to optimize the retrieval problem, inwhich an
initial collective spin excitation t s t g0 0j j j
sg Nay s= ñ = å = ñÄ∣ ( ) ( ) ∣ is emitted as an outgoing photon on the
g eñ - ñ∣ ∣ transition via a Raman process facilitated by the control ﬁeldΩc. The initial state then evolves under the
totalHamiltonian H H Heff c= + , where theHamiltonian associatedwith the control ﬁeld is
H t h.c.j j
ee
c
j
j
es
c  s s= å - D + W +( )( ) andHin=0 as there is no externalﬁeld driving the g eñ - ñ∣ ∣
transition in retrieval.We take a spatially uniform, but possibly time-dependent, control ﬁeld t tjc cW º W[ ( ) ( )],
although it is straightforward to generalize the following discussion to the case of a spatially varying control ﬁeld.
Then, for a given detectionmode and atomic spatial conﬁguration, wewant toﬁnd the initial spin amplitude
sj(0) thatmaximizes the retrieval efﬁciency. By time-reversal symmetry, the storage efﬁciency for an incoming
photon in the samemode and for the same atomic conﬁguration is identical, when optimized over the temporal
shapes of the incoming photon and control ﬁeld [18].Writing the general state in time as
t e t s t gj j j
eg
j j
sg Nay s sñ = å + ñÄ∣ ( ) ( ( ) ( ) )∣ , the state amplitudes obey
e e t s M ei i i , 7j j j
l
jl lc 0å= D - W + G˙ ( ) ( )
s t ei , 8j jc= - W˙ ( ) ( )
where thematrix M k d G r r d3 , ,jl j j l eg l0
1
0
*p w= - ˆ · ( ) · ˆ .While we explicitly consider themodel above, we note
that it is straightforward to add a number of other effects (e.g., decay of the sñ∣ state or dephasing) into the
analysis.
From equation (6), we can evaluate the expected total photon number t E t E td
0 det detòh = á ñ
¥ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )† emitted
into the detectionmode. Assuming that the control ﬁeld is turned on for long enough, it is guaranteed that one
photon in total is emitted into allmodes, and thus η also represents the retrieval efﬁciency. Evaluating the atomic
operators in equation (6), weﬁnd that
S
F
E E t e t e t
4
d , 9
j l
j l j l
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det , 0
0 * *òåh = Gl ¥ ( ) ( ) ( )
wherewe have deﬁned the local scalar ﬁeld E E r dj j jdet
*= ( ) · ˆ at the atompositions, and S 3 2 020 p l=l ( ) is the
resonant atomic optical cross-section ( k20 0l p= being the resonant wavelength).
Equation (9) can be simpliﬁed by noting thatMjl in equation (7) is a symmetric complexmatrix. Thus, ifMjl
is diagonalizable (aswe numerically verify in our cases of interest), its eigenvaluesλξ are complex and its
eigenmodes vξ are non-orthogonal in the quantummechanical sense, but obey the orthogonality and
completeness conditions v vT d=x x xx¢ ¢· and v v ITå Ä =x x x [37]. Projecting the equations ofmotion into this
basis results inNa decoupled pairs of equations:
e e t si i , 100 cl= D + G - Wx x x x˙ ( ) ( ) ( )
s t ei , 11c= - Wx x˙ ( ) ( )
where e v ej j j,= åx x , s v sj j j,= åx x . Provided that the atomic excitation has left the system as t  ¥, one can
derive that
t e t e t
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i
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Inserting this equality into equation (9), we readilyﬁnd
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F
s K s
4
0 0 , 13
j l
j jl l
det ,
0 *åh = l ( ) ( ) ( )
where
K v v
E E
i , 14jl j l
,
, ,*
*
*å l l= -x x x x
x x
x x¢
¢
¢
¢
( )
and E v Em m m,= åx x . Importantly,K is an N Na a´ Hermitianmatrix which depends only on the positions of
the atoms and the detectionmode, but not on the speciﬁc time dependence of the control ﬁeld (for example, one
could apply aπpulse that transfers all of the excitation from state sñ∣ to eñ∣ at time t=0). Themaximum retrieval
efﬁciency is thus given by the initial conﬁguration corresponding to the eigenvector ofKwith the largest
eigenvalue.We should note that while the efﬁciency η of retrieval is independent of the particular proﬁleΩc(t),
the shape of the outgoing photon is completely determined by the control ﬁeld. By time-reversal symmetry, if
onewants to store an incoming photonwithmaximum efﬁciency, onemustﬁrst consider its time-reversed
shape (i.e., an outgoing photon), ﬁnd the unique control ﬁeldΩc(t) that generates such a shape in retrieval, and
then apply the time-reversed ﬁeld tcW¯ ( ) for storage.
Before proceeding further, we brieﬂy comment on the classical and quantumoptical aspects of the
calculation presented above. An equation analogous to equation (9) also applies if the atomswere replaced by
classical oscillating dipoles with amplitudes ej(t). Such an equation corresponds to the projection of the total
classical radiatedﬁeld into a particular spatialmode. The equivalence between classical and quantum equations
is not surprising, given that both the propagation of classical and quantum ﬁelds are given byMaxwell’s
equations. In our particular problemof interest, the quantumnature of the ﬁeldmanifests itself by considering
ﬁeld correlations. For example, using equation (6), one can calculate the second-order correlation function
E Edet
2
det
2á ñˆ ˆ† . As the atomic state that we consider contains atmost one excitation, this correlation function is
exactly zero, or perfectly ‘anti-bunched,’ reﬂecting the fact that only a single photon is emitted.
3. 2D square array
While the formalismpresented above is general to any ensemble of atomswith knownpositions, we now apply it
to a 2D square arraywith lattice constant d. This case is particularly interesting, as an inﬁnite array of two-level
atoms can act as a perfectmirror for incoming light at normal incidencewhen d is smaller than the atomic
resonant wavelength 0l [33–35]. Physically, the incoming ﬁeld guarantees that all the induced atomic dipoles
oscillate with the same phase.While such a conﬁguration can in principle emit into various diffraction orders,
for d<λ0, all of the orders except the one perpendicular to the plane become evanescent, and cannot radiate
away energy.With only two channels of emission possible (forward and backward), the scatteredﬁeld of the
array perfectly interferes with an incident resonant photon in the forward direction, leading to complete
reﬂection of light. Likewise, when an excitation is stored uniformly in the inﬁnite arraywith d<λ0, it is
‘selectively radiant’ [29], as interference guarantees that the retrieved photon is perfectly emitted into two plane
waves normal to the array (we assume that this symmetric emission can be recombined).While this simple
argument hints that aﬁnite array can also be very efﬁcient, what remains is to quantify the error.We thus analyze
the retrieval efﬁciency of an arraymade ofNa=N×N atoms.
As far as the detectionmode is concerned, a commonmode to project into is a Gaussian beam. There is a
technicality, however, since aGaussian beam is only an approximate(paraxial) solution toMaxwell’s equations.
While such an approximation usually sufﬁces, here we anticipate that one can achieve nearly perfect storage and
retrieval efﬁciencies. Consequently, it is not obvious a priori that the small (actual) retrieval errors are not
overwhelmed by the error of the paraxial approximation itself. Thus, we consider an exactmode solution for
Maxwell’s equations (see appendix B for details), which approaches theGaussian solution in the limit of large
beamwaistw0.
Before presenting the numerics, one can already intuitively argue the fundamental sources of error
associatedwith aﬁnite array by considering the reﬂectance problem. If the beamwaistw0 is too largewith
respect to the array dimensions, then part of the incoming light will not see the atoms andwill be transmitted or
scattered in other directions by the edges of the array. Ifw0 is too small, the incomingmode contains a broad
range of wavevectors with different propagation directions. Since different angles havemaximum reﬂectance at
different detunings relative to the bare transition frequencyωeg [35], the overall reﬂectance for a near-
monochromatic photonwill be reduced. For a given array, an optimal beamwaist thusmaximizes the
reﬂectance of an incoming photon (at optimal detuning). The situation is analogous for the retrieval problem,
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where the optimization over the photon frequency is replaced by an optimization over the initial spatial
distribution of the collective s-excitation.
To check this behavior, we numerically calculate theminimum retrieval error 1 h= - varying the beam
waistw0, for several different atomnumbers. Inﬁgure 2(a), the error is plotted as a function of the ratio between
the array area S d Narr 2 a= and w02. Here, we have taken the retrievalmode to consist of a symmetric
superposition ofGaussian beams emitted in opposite directions from the array, with the view that these beams
can in principle be recombined. For concreteness, we consider a lattice constant of d=0.6λ0, although other
choices d<λ0 do not affect the general scalings. As S warr 0
2 grows, the error initially scales as
Nd w1 Erf 22 0 ~ - ( ) (illustrated by the dashed curve), where zErf( ) is the error function. Physically, this
error corresponds to the fraction of the energy carried by theGaussian beambeyond the array boundaries. In
ﬁgure 2(b)weplot (in log–log scale) ò as a function of the ratio betweenw0 andλ0 (for values larger than one),
again for different array sizes. Up to a point where the beamwaist becomes comparable with the array
dimension, the error scales roughly as w0 0 4 l~ ( ) (dashed line). This error physically arises from the range of
wavevector components thatmake up the detectionmode, which is inversely proportional tow0. An analysis of
the reﬂectance of a beamofﬁnite waist from an inﬁnite array in fact shows the same scaling, when considering
the fraction of light that is not reﬂected. Overall we have that theminimumerror can be approximated by the
expression
N d w C d w Nd w, , 1 Erf 2 . 150 0 0 4 2 0 l» + -( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
The constantC can be obtained by ﬁtting the error: for d=0.6λ0 weﬁnd C 2.4 10 3» ´ - .
One can use equation (15) toﬁnd the optimal beamwaist. After optimizingw0 weﬁnd that the leading term
for the error is given by
N Nlog 4 . 16opt a 2 a
2 » ( ) ( ) ( )
Inﬁgure 2(c) this approximate expression for theminimum retrieval error is comparedwith the value obtained
by numerical optimization. The associated optimumbeamwaist for the retrievalmode is also plotted for
completeness. Interestingly, even a 4×4 array of atoms can in principle already enable a storage/retrieval
efﬁciency of above 99%. In comparison, an optical depth of nearlyD∼600 is needed to obtain the same error in
a conventional ensemble [18]. In the case where the beamwaist does not signiﬁcantly diverge over the length of
Figure 2.Minimum retrieval error ò=1−η from a square array of atoms into aGaussian-like detectionmode, as functions of (a)
S warr 0
2, with S Ndarr 2= ( ) being the array area, and (b) wlog10 0 0l for d=0.6λ0 andN=10, 20, 30, 40, 50 (blue, red, yellow, violet,
green, respectively). The black dashed lines in (a) and (b) correspond, respectively, to Nd w1 Erf 22 0 = - ( ) and C w0 0 4 l= ( ) .
(c) Left axis: value of òopt for a beamwaist w0¯ obtained fromnumerical optimization (blue continuous line), and the approximate
analytical error of equation (16) (green dotted–dashed line). Right axis: ratio between the optimal beamwaist w0¯ and the linear
dimension of the arrayNd, as a function ofN (red dashed line).
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the ensemble, the optical depth is given by D S N wa 0
2
0
~ l . For cold atoms, an atomnumber on the order of
N 10a 6~ –107might be required to achieve a value ofD∼600.
4. Relevant imperfections
4.1. Analysis of disorder
In this section, we analyze the effects of various types of disorder in the array. One useful attribute of our
efﬁciency calculation is that it enables different spatial conﬁgurations to be studied. Thus, we can easily include
imperfections such as the absence of atoms (‘holes’) in the array, or classical position disorder.We ﬁrst examine
the case of some numberNdef of holes in the array. Intuitively, one expects that the relative decrease in efﬁciency,
defh h h-( ) , will be proportional to the ratio between the intensity of the detectionmode hitting the empty
sites, to the total intensity over the array. Here, ηdef and η denote themaximum retrieval efﬁciencywith and
without the holes, respectively, with the beamwaistw0 chosen to optimize η. Inﬁgure 3(a)weplot the relative
loss as a function of E Ej j l ldef
2 2å åÎ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ , where the sums of the ﬁeld intensities in the numerator and
denominator run over sites of holes and all sites, respectively, sampling over 100 random conﬁgurations for
different densities of holes (Ndef/Na up to 20%). One sees a clear statistical relation of the form
E
E
1 . 17j
j j
l l
def,
def
2
2
å
åh h a~ -
Î⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
∣ ∣
∣ ∣
( ){ }
The constant of proportionalityα in equation (17) depends only on d and is aboutα≈1.25 for d=0.6λ0.
While herewe have optimized the initial spinwave for each random conﬁguration, whichwould be applicable if
an experiment could resolve the positions of the holes in a single shot [21], we expect a similar scaling even if the
positions of holes are unknown.
Classical disorder for the atomic positions consists in having the atoms displaced by random amounts
,j x j y j, ,d d d= ( ) from their position in the perfect lattice. It is shown in [35] for the case of reﬂectance of an inﬁnite
array that, when the δʼs are extracted from aGaussian distributionwith standard deviationσ, then the decrease
in reﬂectance introduced by the disorder scales as d2 2s .Weﬁnd numerically the same result for the retrieval
error of theﬁnite array. In particular, inﬁgure 3(b) the error introduced by disorder is plotted as a function ofσ
for different array dimensions andﬁxed lattice constant. This error is deﬁned as the difference between the
optimizedmaximum retrieval efﬁciency η of a perfect lattice, and themean retrieval efﬁciency ηdis (sampled over
many conﬁgurations)with the same initial atomicwave function and beamwaist butwith disorder in the atomic
positions.
Figure 3. (a)Relative difference between the perfect array efﬁciency and efﬁciency of an arraywith ‘holes’ as a function of
E Ej j l ldef
2 2å åÎ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ . Each dot represents a randomdefect conﬁguration of a 10×10 arraywith ﬁxed d=0.6λ0 andw0=1.5λ0. For
each number of holes from1 to 20, 100 conﬁgurations are considered (only 20 are represented for visual clarity). The red line is a
linear ﬁt. (b)Difference between the optimizedmaximum retrieval efﬁciency η and themean retrieval efﬁciency ηdis obtained using
the same initial conditions and beamwaist butwith position disorderσ in the atomic positions (log–log scale). The different colors
correspond toN=6, 10, 20 (blue, red, yellow, respectively), with d=0.6λ0. For each value ofσ, 100 random conﬁgurations are
considered.
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4.2. Finite detection time
When calculating the retrieval efﬁciency, given by equation (9), we have implicitly assumed that the detection
time is inﬁnite, such that all the energy emitted into the detectionmode is collected. Practically, itmight also be
relevant to consider the retrieval efﬁciency given aﬁnite timewindow t T0 d< < for photon collection, such as
if an experiment has other limiting time scales (i.e., atom trapping time, required fast readout, etc).
The efﬁciency detected for an arbitrary detection timewindowTd is given by
S
F
E E t e t e t
4
d , 18T
j l
j l
T
j l
0
det , 0
d
0
d
* *òåh = Gl ( ) ( ) ( )
where ej(t) is obtained by integrating equations (7), (8). In general the temporal proﬁle of the emittedﬁeld
depends on the control ﬁeld amplitudeΩc(t) and detuningΔ. If onewants to achieve a high efﬁciency in the
shortest time, then the optimal strategy is to essentially use the control ﬁeld to apply an instantaneousπ-pulse at
t=0, thus instantly transferring the excitation stored in themetastable state sñ∣ to the rapidly emitting excited
state eñ∣ . In an array, this collective excitation in eñ∣ will emit a photon at a rate∼Γ0 comparable to the single-
atom emission rate, ensuring that the errors due toﬁnite timewindowTd become very small onceTd is on the
order of a few 0
1~G- .
Inﬁgure 4, we plot the relative error 1 Tdh h- due to theﬁnite detection time, where η is the detection
efﬁciency for an inﬁnite timewindow, for an array of 10×10 atomswith d=0.6λ0 and optimal beamwaist.
We notice that for a detection time T 10d 0~ G the error is of the order of 10−3. The possibility of having a good
retrieval efﬁciency even for a short detection time is a consequence of the fact that, while the array can support
highly subradiant states [25, 29, 30, 34, 35], they form a negligible component of the optimized spinwave for
storage and retrieval. Thismakes intuitive sense, as to interface with light efﬁciently, one should use radiant or
‘selectively radiant’ atomic excitations rather than states that decouple from light.
5. Conclusions
In summary, we have introduced a prescription to calculate themaximum storage and retrieval efﬁciency of a
quantummemory, which fully accounts for re-scattering and interference of light emission in all directions. Our
approach is in principle applicable to any systemwhere the positions of the emitters are known (or can be
reasonablymodeled, such as assigning randompositions) and the spatial and spectral response of the dielectric
environment (i.e., theGreen’s function) is also known [2–5, 29, 37, 57–63]. As one particular application, we
have shown an improved scaling of errors for atoms in free space, compared to the result predicted by the one-
dimensionalMaxwell–Bloch equations.We speculate that it is possible to obtain an exponential reduction of
errors versus atomnumber in free space, by using arrays that are not completely periodic. The question of how
to tailor the spatial positionswill be left to future work.
More broadly, we expect that a signiﬁcantly improved storage efﬁciency is possible whenever the excited
state emission is largely radiative and coherent, which includes not only atoms but solid-state emitters with large
zero-phonon line and Fourier-limited linewidths [63]. Techniques to reversiblymap between photonic and
atomic excitations in arrays shouldﬁnd a variety of exciting applications. For example, it would allow for
photonic quantum gates, given some formof spin interactions in the array (such as betweenRydberg levels [64]),
or would allow for exotic spin states (like subradiant [24–29] or topological excitations [31, 32]) to be detected
optically. It would also be interesting to investigate whether the spin state itself could be engineered to produce a
useful non-classical state of outgoing light.More broadly, the ability to formallymap atom–light interactions to
Figure 4.Relative reduction in the retrieval efﬁciency 1 Tdh h- as a function of the detection timewindowTd (lin-log scale) for an
array of 10×10 atomswith d=0.6λ0 and optimal beamwaist.
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a long-range open spinmodel could provide new insights into quantumoptical phenomenawith atomic
systems.
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AppendixA. Green’s function expansion in plane and evanescentwaves
Herewe derive equation (6) of themain text by using an expansion of theGreen’s function in terms of plane and
evanescent waves. TheGreen’s function equation (3) can bewritten in the angular spectrum representation,
i.e.as an integral over kx and ky in Fourier space, as [43]
k
k k
k
G r r Q, ,
i
8
d d
e , A.1eg
x y
z
k x x k y y k z z
0 2
0
2
i i ix y zò òw p¢ = -¥
¥
-¥
¥  - ¢ + - ¢  - ¢( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
where
k k k k k k
k k k k k k
k k k k k k
Q A.2
x x y x z
x y y y z
x z y z z
0
2 2
0
2 2
0
2 2
=
- -
- -
-



 
⎛
⎝
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⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟
( )
and the±denoting the sign of z z- ¢.We can separate the integral in equation (A.1) into two separate integrals:
for values of kx, ky lying inside and outside the disk deﬁned by k k kx y
2 2
0
2+ = . This decomposition separates the
planewaves from evanescent waves, i.e., we canwrite G r r G r r G r r, , , , , ,eg eg egpl evw w w¢ = ¢ + ¢  ( ) ( ) ( ), where
k
k k
k
G r r Q, ,
i
8
d d
e , A.3eg
k k k
x y
z
k x x k y y k z z
pl 2
0
2
i i i
x y
x y z
2 2
0
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with k k k kz x y0
2 2 2= - - , and
k
k k
k
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1
8
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k k k
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ev 2
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0
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The integral in the planewaves part can be rewritten in polar coordinates using
kk sin cos , sin sin , cos0 0 q f q f q= ( ), obtaining
k
G r r Q, ,
i
8
d d sin e . A.5eg k x x y y z zpl 2
0 0
2
0
2
i sin cos sin sin cos0ò òw p f q q¢ =
p p q f q f q  - ¢ + - ¢  - ¢( ) ( )( ( ) ( ) ( ))
It can be shown easily that, introducing the polarization vectors
e sin , cos , 0 , A.6k
1
0
f f= -ˆ ( ) ( )
e cos cos , cos sin , sin , A.7k
2
0
q f q f q= -ˆ ( ) ( )
orthogonal to k0 and between them, G r r, , egpl w¢+( ) can be expressed as
k
G r r u r u r, ,
i
8
d d sin , A.8eg k kpl
0
2 0
2
0
2
, , , , , ,0 0
*ò òåw p f q q¢ = ¢a
p p
q f a q f a+( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
wherewe have deﬁned a planewave basis
u r e e , A.9k k x y zk, , ,
i sin cos sin sin cos
0 0
0=q f a a q f q f q- + +( ) ˆ ( )( )
with the normalization
k
r u r u rd
2
sin
. A.10
z
k k
const
2
, , , , , ,
2
0
20 0
*ò p q d q q d f f d= - ¢ - ¢q f a q f b ab= ¢ ¢( ) · ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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Similarly one has
k
G r r u r u r, ,
i
8
d d sin . A.11eg k kpl
0
2 0
2
2
, , , , , ,0 0
*ò òåw p f q q¢ = ¢a
p
p
p
q f a q f a-( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
An analogous expression can be found for the evanescent wave part. Here it is convenient to deﬁne the
vector kk cosh cos , cosh sin , i sinh0 0 x f x f x=˜ ( ):
k
G r r Q, ,
1
8
d d sinh e . A.12eg k x x y y z zev 2
0 0
2
0
i cosh cos i cosh sin sinh0ò òw p f x x¢ =
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With the polarization vectors deﬁned by
e sin , cos , 0 , A.13
k
1
0
f f= -ˆ ( ) ( )˜
e i sinh cos , i sinh sin , cosh A.14
k
2
0
x f x f x= - - -ˆ ( ) ( )˜
orthogonal to k0˜ and between them, one can indeedwrite
k
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p
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Now let us consider a detectionmode that does not contain evanescent components for simplicity, so that it
can be expanded just in terms ofmonochromatic planewaves as
cE r u r
1
2
d d sin . A.18k kdet 2 0
2
0
, , , , , ,0 0ò òåp f q q= a
p p
q f a q f a( ) ( )
( ) ( )
The overlap between thismode and the ﬁeld generated by a dipole is
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wherewe have used equation (5) (without inputﬁeld) to express theﬁeld generated by the dipole through the
Green’s function and equations (A.8) and (A.11) for theGreen’s function decomposition. Adding the inputﬁeld
and normalizing the detectionmodeweﬁnally obtain equation (6) of themain text.
Appendix B.Gaussian detectionmode
Herewe present the detectionmodewhichwe have chosen to study the retrieval efﬁciency of the 2D array.We
choose a solution oscillatingwith frequency e ti egw- , andwhere the x-component of the electric ﬁeld in
wavevector space is given by E k k k k k, ex x y k k w x y
4
0
2 2 2x y
2 2
0
2µ Q - -- +( ) ( )( ) , whereΘ(x) is theHeaviside step
function. That is, Exhas aGaussian distribution for k k kx y
2 2
0
2+ while it is zero for k k kx y2 2 02+ > , such that
theﬁeld does not contain evanescent components. In the y direction, we take the ﬁeld to be identically zero. The
value of the z-component is then determined byMaxwell’s equations [65]. The real space proﬁle of thismode
can be obtained by Fourier transformation:
E E b b J bkr d e e , B.1x b k w k z bdet 0
0
1
4 i 1
0 0
2
0
2
0
2
0
2ò r= - -( ) ( ) ( )
and
E E
x
b
b
b
J bkr i d
1
e e , B.2z b k w k z bdet 0
0
1 2
2
4 i 1
1 0
2
0
2
0
2
0
2òr r= - - - -( ) ( ) ( )
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where (ρ, z) are the cylindrical coordinates for r, while J0 and J1 are Bessel functions. If evanescent components
were included, the ﬁeld in real space would identically consist of aGaussian in the z=0 focal planewith beam
waistw0. The step function inwavevector space enforces in real space a diffraction limit, and distorts the beam to
prevent a focal spot smaller than∼λ0. For largew0 themode tends to the paraxial solution, i.e.E zdet vanishes and
E xdet assumes the formof a fundamental Laguerre–Gaussmode [43].
AppendixC. Spinmodel for isotropic atoms
In themain text we have introduced a formalism to calculate the retrieval efﬁciency of an atomic ensemble of
three-level atoms, with an excitation initially stored in ametastable state sñ∣ coupled to the excited state eñ∣ by a
classical control ﬁeld. Instead of a single excited state, amore realisticminimalmodel of an atom consists of
three excited states e ña∣ , whereα=x, y, z denotes the three possible orientations of the dipole transition dˆ. The
effectiveHamiltonian (4) generalizes to
H H d G r r, , , C.1eg eg
j l
j l eg j
eg
l
ge
eff in 0
2 2
,
, ,ååm w w s s= -
ab
ab a b( ) ( )
where the sumoverα andβ are over x, y, z. Here, g el
ge
l l,s = ñ áb b∣ ∣ is the lowering operator on atom l, which takes
the excited state e ñb∣ to the ground state gñ∣ . It should be noted that in general, transitionswith different
orientations canmix together (e.g., one atom could decay from eyñ∣ and excite another atom from the ground
state to exñ∣ ), as a photon emitted froma given dipole orientation does not have the same global polarization
everywhere in space.
In the case inwhich the state sñ∣ is coupled only to one of the three excited states, for concreteness exñ∣ , it is
straightforward to generalize themain result of the paper. Equation (13) indeed keeps the same form, but with
thematrixK generalized to
K v v
E E
i , C.2jl j x l x
,
; , ; ,*
*
*å l l= -x x x x
x x
x x¢
¢
¢
¢
( )
where E v E rm m
x
m, det= åx x ( ) and the sumover the index ξ of the eigenvectors has N3 a values. InﬁgureC1(a)we
compare theminimum retrieval error for anN×N square array of atoms versusN, for the cases of a single
excited state and for the three-fold degenerate excited states.We notice that, while the scaling of the error
remains the same, a small reduction of the efﬁciency is observable in the isotropic case, a consequence of the fact
that light polarized along y can be emitted from atoms in the state exñ∣ with a reduction of the overlap between
the outputmode and detectionmode. The increase of the error is better quantiﬁed inﬁgure C1(b)where the
relative difference is plotted.We observe that for the range of array sizes considered here the error increases
between 50%and 90%. The value of the optimal beamwaist is instead not particularly affected, as expected.
FigureC1. (a)Comparison between the optimal retrieval error òopt (left axis, blue lines) and the corresponding optimal beamwaist w0¯
(right axis, red lines) for the case of a single excited state discussed in themain text (continuous lines) and the case of three excited
states (dashed lines), as functions of the linear array dimensionN. (b)Relative difference opt,iso opt,TL opt,TL  -( ) between the
retrieval errors of the isotropic and two-level atomic structures plotted in (a).
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